
 Continual Assessment of
Threat Exposure

CyberProof partners with Interpres to maximize 
risk mitigation through the continual assessment 
of your environment threat posture.

Threat exposure management
Continuously analyze your security defenses to identify gaps and weaknesses.

Focus on effectiveness
CyberProof’s experts leverage the Interpres solution to connect to Nyrstar’s 
security tooling, including Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM), 
Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR), and Vulnerability Management (VM).

This supports correlation of the threat profile with active vulnerabilities and an 
assessment of current detection and prevention capabilities.

Prioritization and optimization
Based on in-depth analysis, Interpres recommends prioritized actions to 
improve the organization’s security posture and get the most out of existing 
security investments. These prioritized actions are added to the backlog and 
implemented as part of the continuous improvement process established by 
CyberProof.



Baseline threat exposure 
assessment
Automated analysis and prioritization of 
visibility, detection capability, and security tool 
configurations

 Optimization of existing tooling 
A get-well plan to optimize existing tooling 
to reduce threat exposure gaps and prioritize 
patching

Continuous threat exposure 
measurement
Evidence-based continuous readiness 
assessment showing improvement or 
degradation of threat exposure risk over time

Stack and product rationalization
Identifying areas of over-investment and 
under-investment

Automated analysis of newest 
threat advisories
Automated analysis of threat exposure to the 
latest advisories, breach reports, and threat 
research – enabling you to take immediate 
action to reduce riskuse case framework 
leverages Agile methodology to provide 
continuous improvement by minimizing 
gaps between threat detection and response 
capability.

Elimination of draft in security 
controls 
View of all changes in logging, detections, 
and security contros across your entire 
environment

Service provider governance
Monitoring service providers to ensure they 
are providing the optimal threat coverage for 
your business and understand the impact of 
changes they are making to your environment

Prioritized vulnerability intelligence
Prioritization of exploitable vulnerabilities that 
are being leveraged by adversaries to target 
organizations like yours

Use cases: 
Optimizing your defensive security strategy
CyberProof’s experts leverage the Interpres solution to continuous validation of your defensive security strategy 
with capabilities that include:

About CyberProof
Fortify your enterprise with cloud security transformation. CyberProof, a UST company, helps enterprises 
migrate to cloud-native security operations with advanced Managed Detection & Response services that 
allow you to protect, detect, and respond to new and existing cyber threats faster and more effectively. 
Our team of nation-state trained experts together with our AI virtual assistant SeeMo challenge the status 
quo in the cybersecurity industry with a risk-based approach that helps mitigate the potential threat to 
your business. Our mission is to empower your organization to anticipate, adapt, and swiftly counter cyber 
threats – with our global security operations centers, in-depth expertise, and a portfolio of services including 
Tailored Threat Intelligence, Advanced Threat Hunting, Use Case Management, and more.  
See: www.cyberproof.com  
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